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School:  CAPILLA DE GUADALUPE Partial: Third  Planning by: partial  Session:   Topic: Amazing stories, our society 
Teacher:  Lic. Abraham Barba Machuca Semester: 2 Total of class hours for the application: 15 hours 
Subject: English II School year: February-July 2020 calendar A 
Disciplinary field: Communication  Tentative date of application: May 11th – June 12th 
Component: Basic Groups, shift and career of application:  
Generic Competences and attribute to develop:  
9.- Participate with a civic and ethical conscience in 
the life of their community, region, Mexico and the 
world. 
9.5.- Acts in a proactive way in front of phenomena 
of the society and keeps informed. 
10.- Maintains a respectful attitude towards 
interculturality and the diversity of beliefs, values, 
ideas and social practices. 
10.3.- Assume that respect for differences is the 
principle of integration and coexistence in local, 
national and international contexts. 

Professional or disciplinary skills competences to develop:  
● Communicates in a foreign language through logic speech, orally and written, being congruent with the communicative                

situation. 
● Expresses ideas and concepts in coherent and creative narrations with an introduction, main body, and clear conclusions. 
● Uses information and communication technology to investigate, solve problems, materials production, and broadcast             

information. 

Subject purpose:  Communicate messages in different context  
Competence of the session or topic:  
Talking about past events and experiences, narrating past events, describing one´s feelings, past progressive. Applying appropriately grammatical structures. 
Develop communicative competence of the sS and a 2ND language, all through the four communication skills of a language: Listening and reading; Written and oral production. 
Transversal subjects: all subjects 
 
Basic and subsidiary concepts: expected learning: 
Factual contents: Past Progressive. Past simple, Compounds of “some, any, no, every”. Could. Could, was/were able to. Could (polite requests) 
 
Procedural contents:  

- Talking about past events and activities, narrating a story, sequencing past actions and events, describing feelings, making requests, talking about abilities and possibilities 
in the past. 

EXPECTED LEARNINGS: To get information about other people using the (Wh-questions in past). To communicate the specific situations of your school or relative´s work (past 
continuous and the adverbs of frequency). To compare the things, I used to do and the way I used to be with those I do now. Discussing about past possibilities or past abilities. 
Attitudinal contents: Responsibility, Respect, and Teamwork. 
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Warm Up 
Start Date: Week 1 (May 11th – 15th) Actual finished date: MODULE 1 

Teacher Students Observations and advancement  
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Evaluation Criteria: 
Class activities:    60% 
   Participation 
   Homework  
   Book/notebook  
Exam                    20%  
   Exam in platform  
   Listening  
   Speaking  
   Reading  
   Writing  
Platform (Great Start/CECyTE bilingüe)   20%  
Types of evaluations:  
• Diagnostic 
• Summative 
• Formative  

Express ideas and concepts through mathematical, 
graphical or linguistic representations 
 
Ask questions so they can solve all their doubts. 
 
 
 
 
Vocabulary lists/ glossary on the notebook. 

 

 

EXPECTED LEARNING: To get information about other people using the (Wh-questions in past). To communicate the specific situations of your school or relative´s work (past 
continuous and the adverbs of frequency). 
Product or Evidence: Notes and Book  
Assessment Tool:  D/A Percentage: D/A 
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Activities 5A 
Start Date: Week 1 (May 11th – 15th) Actual finished date: MODULE 2 

Teacher Students Observations and advancement of application 
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Read (A p.64) 
Grammar  
Model the target language past progressive with simple 
sentences for students. Invite them to participate in the 
activity. Then direct students’ attention to the grammar 
chart and explain. Have students do the grammar practice in 
the student’s book. (A and B p.65) 
 
The teacher gives a detailed instructional guide on the 
activities the students must answer. The teacher provides 
the audios necessary to complete the activities. And will 
provide feedback to the ss who ask for feedback via 
electronic methods such as Google Classroom, Whatsapp 
and Messenger. 

Will guess what the lesson is about. 
Ask questions. Answer first activity on the book. 
 
Practice exercise in the student book 
Gap-fill exercise in the workbook section in the student book 
 
The ss will answer in their text books. Take a picture of their 
work and send it to the teacher via electronic methods such 
as Google Classroom, WhatsApp or Messenger. 

20% 

 

EXPECTED LEARNING: To get information about other people using the (Wh-questions in past). To communicate the specific situations of your school or relative´s work (past 
continuous and the adverbs of frequency). 
Evidence of product or performance: Activities p 64-65 
Evaluation instrument: Book Weighing: 5% 

Activities 5B 
Start Date: Week 1 (May 11th – 15th) Actual finished date MODULE 3 

Teacher Students Observations and advancement of application 
Vocabulary. 
Have ss do the vocabulary exercise. 
Read 
Grammar  
Model the target language (Past Progressive negative) with 
simple sentences for students. Then direct students’ 
attention to the grammar chart and explain. Have students 
do the grammar practice in the student’s book. (Ex. A and B, 
p. 67) 
Pronunciation  
Explain students the different sounds they will be listening 
to. Then draw their attention to the chart and before 
listening, practice with them the correct pronunciation. 
 
The teacher gives a detailed instructional guide on the 
activities the students must answer. The teacher provides 
the audios necessary to complete the activities. And will 
provide feedback to the ss who ask for feedback via 
electronic methods such as Google Classroom, Whatsapp 
and Messenger. 

 
Critical Thinking 
 
Read and listen 
Have students do both activities at the same time. Check 
comprehension and have them do the comprehension 
exercise. (ex. B, p.66) 
 
The ss will answer in their text books. Take a picture of their 
work and send it to the teacher via electronic methods such 
as Google Classroom, WhatsApp or Messenger. 

20% 

 

EXPECTED LEARNING: To get information about other people using the (Wh-questions in past). To communicate the 
specific situations of your school or relative´s work (past continuous and the adverbs of frequency).  

Evidence of product or performance: SB p66-67  
Evaluation instrument: Book Weighing: 5% 
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Activities 5C 
Start Date: Week 2 (May 18th – 22nd) Actual finished date MODULE 1 

Teacher Students Observations and advancement of application 
Vocabulary 
Read 
Have ss look at the picture and guess what the reading is 
about: What an experience 
Read and listen 
Have students do both activities at the same time. Grammar  
Model the target language with simple sentences and past 
progressive for students. Then direct students’ attention to 
the grammar chart and explain. Have students do the 
grammar practice in the student’s book 
 
The teacher gives a detailed instructional guide on the 
activities the students must answer. The teacher provides the 
audios necessary to complete the activities. And will provide 
feedback to the ss who ask for feedback via electronic 
methods such as Google Classroom, Whatsapp and 
Messenger. 

Write  
Model the activity on the board. Complete the box with 
information of your own. Have students copy and then 
complete the exercise in the student’s book. 
 
The ss will answer in their text books. Take a picture of their 
work and send it to the teacher via electronic methods such 
as Google Classroom, WhatsApp or Messenger. 

80% 

 

EXPECTED LEARNING: To get information about other people using the (Wh-questions in past). To communicate the specific situations of your school or relative´s work (past 
continuous and the adverbs of frequency). 
Evidence of product or performance: sb 68-69 WHAT AN EXPERIENCE 
Evaluation instrument: Book Weighing: 15% 

Activities 5D 
Start Date: Week 2 (May 18th – 22nd) Actual finished date MODULE 2 

Teacher Students Observations and advancement of application 
Vocabulary 
Have ss do the listen and complete activity 
Read and listen 
Grammar Model the target language compounds of some, 
any, no, and every with simple sentences for students and 
explain. Have students do the grammar practice in the 
student’s book. 
 
The teacher gives a detailed instructional guide on the 
activities the students must answer. The teacher provides 
the audios necessary to complete the activities. And will 
provide feedback to the ss who ask for feedback via 
electronic methods such as Google Classroom, Whatsapp 
and Messenger. 

Will answer the activities on the book about: 
Short talk related to the lesson topic. 
Vocabulary lists/ glossary on the notebook. 
Practice exercise in the student book 
Gap-fill exercise in the workbook section in the student book 
Read 
 
The ss will answer in their text books. Take a picture of their 
work and send it to the teacher via electronic methods such 
as Google Classroom, WhatsApp or Messenger. 

80% 

 

EXPECTED LEARNING: To get information about other people using the (Wh-questions in past). To communicate the 
specific situations of your school or relative´s work (past continuous and the adverbs of frequency).  

Evidence of product or performance: SB 70-71  
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Evaluation instrument: Book Weighing: 15% 
Integrating Activity 5E WS 

Start Date: Week 2 Actual finished date MODULE WORKSHOP 
Teacher Students Observations and advancement of application 

Read and comment about a how good or bad lucky they 
consider they are.. 
 
The teacher gives a detailed instructional guide on the 
activities the students must answer. The teacher provides the 
audios necessary to complete the activities. And will provide 
feedback to the ss who ask for feedback via electronic 
methods such as Google Classroom, Whatsapp and 
Messenger. 

Will answer page 72-73 
The ss will answer in their text books. Take a picture of their 
work and send it to the teacher via electronic methods such 
as Google Classroom, WhatsApp or Messenger. 

 100% Platform  

 

EXPECTED LEARNING: To get information about other people using the (Wh-questions in past). To communicate the specific situations of your school or relative´s work (past 
continuous and the adverbs of frequency). 
Evidence of product or performance: Activities 5E 72-73 
Evaluation instrument: Book Weighing: 20% 

Integrating Activity 1 
Start Date: Week 2 (May 18th – 22nd) Actual finished date MODULE 3 

Teacher Students Observations and advancement of application 
 
Write  
Ss write a story finishing the stories about  lucky and unlucky 
pg 72. Select some random student to share their sentences 
with the group.REVIEW: Workbook and revision 
PLATFORM: GREAT START  units 9-10 
 
The teacher gives a detailed instructional guide on the 
activities the students must answer. The teacher provides 
the audios necessary to complete the activities. And will 
provide feedback to the ss who ask for feedback via 
electronic methods such as Google Classroom, Whatsapp 
and Messenger. 

Write a story giving an end. 
 
In a random way, walking around the class and read their 
works 
 
Will answer page 74, 75 and 76 
 
Answer platform activities 
 
The ss will answer in their text books. Take a picture of their 
work and send it to the teacher via electronic methods such 
as Google Classroom, WhatsApp or Messenger. 

 

 

EXPECTED LEARNING: To get information about other people using the (Wh-questions in past). To communicate the 
specific situations of your school or relative´s work (past continuous and the adverbs of frequency). 

 

Evidence of product or performance: AcT 74-75-76  
Evaluation instrument: BOOK/ PLATFORM Weighing: 20% 
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Activities 6A 
Start Date: Week 3 (May 25th – 29th) Actual finished date MODULE 1 

Teacher Students Observations and advancement of application 

Vocabulary 
Draw ss attention to the pictures and check the ideas 
proposed in the exercise. Follow book activity. 
Grammar  
Model the target language “could” as possibility. Invite them 
to participate in the activity. Then direct students’ attention 

Practice exercise in the student book 
Gap-fill exercise in the workbook section in the student book 
 
Make a list about activity to protect the environment. 
 
 

80% 
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to the grammar chart and explain. Have students do the 
grammar practice in the student’s book.  
Explain students the different sounds they will be listening to. 
Then draw their attention to the chart and before listening,  
 
The teacher gives a detailed instructional guide on the 
activities the students must answer. The teacher provides the 
audios necessary to complete the activities. And will provide 
feedback to the ss who ask for feedback via electronic 
methods such as Google Classroom, Whatsapp and 
Messenger. 

 
The ss will answer in their text books. Take a picture of their 
work and send it to the teacher via electronic methods such 
as Google Classroom, WhatsApp or Messenger. 

 

EXPECTED LEARNING: To compare the things, I used to do and the way I used to be with those I do now. Discussing about past possibilities or past abilities. 
Evidence of product or performance: sb 78-79 
Evaluation instrument: Book Weighing: 15% 

Activities 6B 
Start Date: Week 3 (May 25th – 29th) Actual finished date MODULE 2 

Teacher Students Observations and advancement of application 
Draw ss attention to the flyers information and ask them to 
read the sentences next to it. Play the CD and ask ss to 
answer with the information given in both flyers. 
Read and listen 
Grammar  
Model the target language “could- was/were be able to” 
Invite them to participate in the activity. Then direct 
students’ attention to the grammar chart and explain. Have 
students do the grammar practice in the student’s book. 
 
The teacher gives a detailed instructional guide on the 
activities the students must answer. The teacher provides 
the audios necessary to complete the activities. And will 
provide feedback to the ss who ask for feedback via 
electronic methods such as Google Classroom, Whatsapp 
and Messenger. 

Listen and complete 
 
Read 
Follow the teachers instructions 
  
Work in pairs  
 
Have students do both activities at the same time. Follow 
book activity (pg  81) 
The ss will answer in their text books. Take a picture of their 
work and send it to the teacher via electronic methods such 
as Google Classroom, WhatsApp or Messenger. 

80% 

 

EXPECTED LEARNING: To compare the things, I used to do and the way I used to be with those I do now. Discussing 
about past possibilities or past abilities.  

Evidence of product or performance: book 80-81  
Evaluation instrument: Book Weighing: 15% 
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Activities 6C 
Start Date: Week 4 (June 1st – June 5th) Actual finished date MODULE 1 

Teacher Students Observations and advancement of application 
Vocabulary 
Have ss read through the sentences 1-5 and ask them to  
Read and listen 
Have students do both activities at the same time. have them 
do the comprehension exercise. 
Grammar  

 
Read 
 
The ss will answer in their text books. Take a picture of their 
work and send it to the teacher via electronic methods such 
as Google Classroom, WhatsApp or Messenger. 

80% 
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Model the target language “The verb could (polite requests)” 
with simple sentences for students. Then direct students’ 
attention to the grammar chart and explain. Have students do 
the grammar practice in the student’s book. 
 
The teacher gives a detailed instructional guide on the 
activities the students must answer. The teacher provides the 
audios necessary to complete the activities. And will provide 
feedback to the ss who ask for feedback via electronic 
methods such as Google Classroom, Whatsapp and 
Messenger. 

 

EXPECTED LEARNING: To compare the things, I used to do and the way I used to be with those I do now. Discussing about past possibilities or past abilities. 
Evidence of product or performance: sb 82-83 
Evaluation instrument: Book Weighing: 15% 

Activities 6D 
Start Date: Week 4 (June 1st – June 5th) Actual finished date MODULE 2 

Teacher Students Observations and advancement of application 
Read 
Read and listen about public services. 
Have students do both activities at the same time and have 
them do the comprehension exercise. 
 
The teacher gives a detailed instructional guide on the 
activities the students must answer. The teacher provides 
the audios necessary to complete the activities. And will 
provide feedback to the ss who ask for feedback via 
electronic methods such as Google Classroom, Whatsapp 
and Messenger. 

Read and underline unknown words 
 
Write examples 
 
Match places with activities people do in those places. 
 
Gap-fill exercise in the workbook section in the student book 
 
The ss will answer in their text books. Take a picture of their 
work and send it to the teacher via electronic methods such 
as Google Classroom, WhatsApp or Messenger. 

80% 

 

EXPECTED LEARNING: To compare the things, I used to do and the way I used to be with those I do now. Discussing 
about past possibilities or past abilities.  

Evidence of product or performance: book 84-85 PUBLIC SERVICES  
Evaluation instrument: Book Weighing: 15% 

Integrating Activity  
Start Date: Week 4 (June 1st – June 5th) Actual finished date MODULE WORKSHOP 

Teacher Students Observations and advancement of application 
Write a short paragraph TELLING WHAT THEY ARE LOOKING 
FORWARD TO 
 
The teacher gives a detailed instructional guide on the 
activities the students must answer. The teacher provides the 
audios necessary to complete the activities. And will provide 
feedback to the ss who ask for feedback via electronic 
methods such as Google Classroom, Whatsapp and 
Messenger. 

Completion and exercises in the student book pg 86-87 
PLATFORM 
Self-expression and communication/Cooperative learning 
 
The ss will answer in their text books. Take a picture of their 
work and send it to the teacher via electronic methods such 
as Google Classroom, WhatsApp or Messenger. 

 100% Platform  
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Integrating Activity 1 
Start Date: Week 4 (June 1st – June 5th) Actual finished date MODULE 3 

Teacher Students Observations and advancement of application 
Explains the activity to the students and answers all their 
questions. 
 
The teacher gives a detailed instructional guide on the 
activities the students must answer. The teacher provides the 
audios necessary to complete the activities. And will provide 
feedback to the ss who ask for feedback via electronic 
methods such as Google Classroom, Whatsapp and 
Messenger. 

Make notes about phrases to invite and accept or refuse an 
invitation, In post-it of different colors  
 
The ss will answer in their text books. Take a picture of their 
work and send it to the teacher via electronic methods such 
as Google Classroom, WhatsApp or Messenger. 

 100% Platform  
 

 

EXPECTED LEARNING: To compare the things, I used to do and the way I used to be with those I do now. Discussing about past possibilities or past abilities. 
Evidence of product or performance: –paragraph /draft 
Evaluation instrument: Platform  Weighing: 20% 

Activities 
Start Date: Week 5 (June 8th – 12th) Actual finished date MODULES 1-2-3 

Teacher Students Observations and advancement of application 
Will review GRAMMAR TOPICS Will answer exercises in Google Forms 100% Exam 
EXPECTED LEARNING: REVIEW / EVALUATION 
Evidence of product or performance: book/notebook 
Evaluation instrument: BOOK- EXAM IN PLATFORM Weighing: 20% 

Resources and material 
Equipment –- Computer / speakers / Internet 
Material - Dictionary - Open Skies Student´s Book 2-Google Classroom 

ELABORATED BY 
Lic. Abraham Barba Machuca 

REVIEWED BY 

  
Name & Signature Name & Signature 

Date of Elaboration: April 2020 Date of Revision: ______________________________________ 
 


